
Identifying Some of Celsius Network's
Biggest Unsecured Creditors
Over $600 million is owed to the fifty largest unsecured creditors. The biggest one
is also the biggest mystery...
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So, the inevitable has �nally happened. Celsius Network �led for Chapter 11 bankruptcy
in the Southern District of New York today. Within the initial �ling is a list of the ��y
largest unsecured creditors to Celsius. Identifying information is provided for several of
these creditors. Digging into the background of these companies yielded some
interesting �ndings:

• The largest creditor, a Cayman Islands-registered fund, is tied to an odd crypto
trading company with multiple ties to Sam Bankman-Fried and Alameda Research.

• Another Cayman-based crypto investment �rm, advertising itself as o�ering
“regulated and tokenised funds,” is owed over $16 million by Celsius and lost
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millions on the collapse of the Terra Ponzi scam.

• Two other major creditors appear to be registered to residential properties in the
United States

• Well-known crypto trading �rms Alameda Research and B2C2 were making
unsecured loans to Celsius Network

• Celsius Network owes $7.6 million to “South Africa’s Largest Crypto Exchange”

The largest named creditor, the “Pharos” Funds are registered in the Cayman Islands at:
“Landmark Square, 1st Floor. 64 Earth Close PO Box 715 Grand Cayman KY-1107
Cayman Islands.” It’s interesting to note that when you search this address, the �rst hit
is a link to the Paradise Papers, the massive expose of tax havens used by the
ultrawealthy. Pharos is listed as a “loan party,” suggesting they had made unsecured
loans to Celsius Network or its subsidiaries.

Thanks for reading Dirty Bubble Media!
Subscribe for free to receive new posts and

support my work.

The contact info for Pharos is an email address registered to “lanternventures.com.”
Lantern Ventures is a British cryptocurrency �rm that describes itself on LinkedIn as:

…a London based proprietary trading �rm specialising in cryptocurrencies. We use
technologies developed in house to identify and execute on trading opportunities

Pharos USD Fund SP/ Pharos Fund SP:
$81 million
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arising in cryptocurrency markets worldwide.

Lantern’s CEO, Tara Mac Auley, was previously the CEO of the Center for E�ective
Altruism. Lantern’s LinkedIn states that “50% of founder pro�ts” are donated to “highly
e�ective” charities. Two other individuals are listed as o�cers in Lantern Ventures
corporate �lings: Naia Bouscal (listed on LinkedIn as CTO), and Dr. Rachel Cotton-
Barrat.

There is limited information about who was backing Lantern Ventures. The only
investor I could identify is an Estonian venture capital fund called metaplanet, which
lists other crypto ventures like Filecoin, Protocol Labs, and Coinlist among its ventures.
However, according to Bloomberg, Tara Mac Auley has previously claimed to have been
a cofounder of none other than Alameda Research…

Bloomberg also noted another connection between Lantern, e�ective altruism, and Sam
Bankman-Fried:

At least three other Lantern Ventures employees have worked for either the charity
or its a�liate Giving What We Can, of which Bankman-Fried is listed as a member,
according to the employees’ biographies on LinkedIn. 

Lantern’s website, which consists of a single front page and a “We’re Hiring” link,
hardly suggests they are a major crypto trading entity:
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Similarly, Lantern’s �nancial �lings also did not give the impression that they would
end up being owed some $81 million by a bankrupt crypto bank. According to their 2020
�nancial statements, Lantern was in very poor �nancial condition with negative equity
of £507,000. In 2021, they were worth a net £3.1 million:

According to Bloomberg, SEC �lings indicated Lantern was managing a total of around
$400 million in April of 2022. The question remains: Whose money were they
“managing?”

Invictus Capital Financial Technologies, based in the Cayman Islands, has had a rough

Invictus Capital Financial Technologies:
$17.7 million
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few months. Invictus o�ered a variety of “regulated” funds that o�ered “diversi�ed”
exposure to crypto markets, claiming to have over $135 million AUM at one point.
Unfortunately, two of their funds had signi�cant exposure to the collapse of the Terra
Ponzi scam, and in late May Invictus began preventing customers from withdrawing
from those funds. A�er Celsius “paused” withdrawals, Invictus was put into an
impossible position and followed suit by freezing customer assets on June 22, 2022.

Invictus itself is apparently owed over $9.8 million by Celsius, while its “hedged”
Crypto10 fund is owed an additional $7.8 million. Their Crypto10 fund, amusingly, held
some 78% of its total assets in US dollars, which were lent out as “margin loans.” If their
quarterly statement for 3/31/22 is accurate, this suggests that Invictus had lent over 40%
of the assets in this fund to Celsius Network:

Ouchie, my hedge fund!

The next largest named creditor (#11 overall), ICB Solutions is a registered LLC located

ICB Solutions: $13.3 million
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in Grove City, OH. ICB Solutions is listed as a “customer” to Celsius Network. I could
not identify a website for the �rm. The address on Celsius’ bankruptcy �ling does not
match the address named in the company’s state corporate �lings. The address provided
in the bankruptcy �ling, “W. Royal Forest Blvd, Columbus, OH,” appears to be a
residential neighborhood:

Like ICB Solutions, Caen Group, LLC is also listed as a customer of Celsius Network. It
is registered to Chi W Yau, who listed himself as Managing Director of Caen from 2010
to 2011. He describes Caen as:

The Caen Group LLC: $13.1 Million
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Should have stuck with ESG…

Yau also lists himself as CEO and co-founder of Tricopian, Inc. Tricopian apparently
manufactures a portable mobile device charger called the FuelRod. Caen Ventures, also
like ICB Solutions, appears to be registered to a residential address.

For the crypto-initiated, Alameda Research needs no introduction. Alameda is the
trading/hedge fund counterpart to FTX and a key part of Sam Bankman-Fried’s crypto
empire. Mr. Bankman-Fried is well-known for his commitment to “e�ective altruism,”
having stated he plans to donate all of his wealth in his lifetime. It is an interesting
coincidence that Celsius’ largest creditor also happens to be a prominent devotee of the
same faith as Mr. Bankman-Fried…

B2C2 is a well-known crypto over-the-counter trading �rm targeting institutional
clients. Like Latern Ventures, B2C2 is a UK-based �rm. Unlike Lantern, B2C2’s
�nancial statements show a company with tens of millions in net assets and revenue.

Listed as both loan party and customer to Celsius, Strobilius is another U.S. corporation
with a very limited presence online. Beyond its registration paperwork with the New
Hampshire Secretary of State, I couldn’t �nd much about this company.

Altcointrader, listed as a Celsius customer, bills itself as “South Africa’s Largest Crypto
Exchange.” It is led by founder and CEO Richard de Souza. It appears Richard is the
contact person for the Celsius bankruptcy proceedings. One has to wonder how much

Alameda Research: $12.8 million

B2C2: $11.8 million

Strobilius, LLC: $7.8 million

Altcointrader: $7.6 million
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damage this kind of loss might do to a small crypto exchange, and whose money they
were depositing with Celsius…

Looks trustworthy.

Thanks for reading Dirty Bubble Media!
Subscribe for free to receive new posts and

support my work.

0xfbifemboy@protonmail.com Subscribe
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1 Comment

Write a comment…

Mark Jul 19

Can’t help myself: cat shit wrapped in dog shìt…

Dear Dirty Bubble: doing God’s work requires God’s strength. You will learn this.

Reply Collapse
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